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Robot Assisted Sacrocervicopexy with Bidirectional...


Corza TachoSil Quill
  Specialty: 
Gynecology
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Laparoscopic sacrocervicopexy is an effective option for women with pelvic organ prolapse. The use of the Quill surgical suture enabled the procedure to be completed quickly and effectively.
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Laparoscopic Myomectomy Defect Closure with Bidirectional...


Corza TachoSil Quill
  Specialty: 
Gynecology
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Effective suturing of the bed after the removed fibroid using Quill barbed surgical sutures.
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Microhysteroscopy. Double Uterine. Resection...


Dominika Jasińska-Stasiaczek
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Gynecology
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The film introduces a case report of 84-year old lady, who was referred to hospital for hysterectomy. I performed microhysteroscopy and protected the patient from large surgery. What is interesting, the... 
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OrthoNews - Frozen Shoulder


Orthopaedic Academy
  Specialty: 
Orthopedics
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Researchers have identified how cells work to resolve frozen shoulder, opening up potential new targets for treatment and reducing the need for surgery.
For upcoming webinars and courses , please visit:... 
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Massive Food Impaction in Achalasia


Shahram Nazari
  Specialty: 
General Surgery
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We report a cases of acute dysphagia in the context of massivefood impaction. The patient was, a 23-year-old woman, presented with a late complication of achalasia. Impaction was the first manifestation... 
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Mitral Valve Repair of Fibroelastic Deficiency...


Mitral Valve Repair Center at...
  Specialty: 
Cardiac Surgery



views: 4990
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"In contrast to Barlow’s disease, patients with mitral regurgitation due to fibroelastic deficiency have a lack of connective tissue as the pathological mechanism that triggers leaflet and... 
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10 Cases of Mitral Valve Re-repair Surgical Techniques


Mitral Valve Repair Center at...
  Specialty: 
Cardiac Surgery



views: 4686
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The main goal of the heart valve repair is to restore the proper function of the valve. If the surgery is done properly it allows the surgeon to avoid using of an artificial valve and complications associated... 
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Mitral Valve Repair of Fibroelastic Deficiency...


Mitral Valve Repair Center at...
  Specialty: 
Cardiac Surgery



views: 5686
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From The Mitral Valve Repair Reference Center at The Mount Sinai Hospital, Dr. David H. Adams presents the case of a 69 year old man who had severe mitral valve regurgitation with mild pulmonary hypertension... 
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Tonsil Reduction Surgery - Surgery of the Tonsils


Ricardo Bartel
  Specialty: 
Otorhinolaryngology
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ENT video case: partial/subtotal tonsillectomy with coblator. 
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Nasal Synechiae Repair


Ricardo Bartel
  Specialty: 
Otorhinolaryngology
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ENT clinical case: nasal synechiae repair. Performed by Prof. Xavier Gonzalez-Compta MD, PhD. 
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Endoscopic PORP Ossiculoplasty Tympanoplasty


Ricardo Bartel
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Otorhinolaryngology
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ENT video case: endoscopic PORP ossiculoplasty tympanoplasty. 
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Cystic Artery With Bipolar Diathermy


Mohie El-Din Mostafa Madany
  Specialty: 
General Surgery
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Cystic artery and its big branches are better secured with bipolar even if monopolar dissection looked to be sufficient. Safety and feasibility of cystic artery control with bipolar electrocautery in... 
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Mitral Valve Repair Center at The Mount...



As one of the world's most respected and experienced heart… 
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EUS - ENDO



EUS-ENDO will offer one day of live transmission from Paoli-Calmettes… 
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SMIT Congress



The idea of this meeting fits excellently into the philosophy… 
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MEDtube - eLearning network for doctors. MEDtube is a leading social eLearning platform for physicians and healthcare professionals. Join for free, browse and discuss 25,000+clinical cases: videos, courses and images. Let's grow together. 
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